Letter from the President—Tad Pajak

I remember reading my oldest son a book when he was 2 years old and the name of the book was “A fly went by”. The opening page went something like this…..I should remember I read the book 100 times :) “A fly went by I said oh dear, a fly went by he shook with fear”…..The story line is that the fly is being chased by a frog who is being chased by a cat who is being chased by a dog ….The moral of the story, from this reader’s perspective was that each story character was running in fear of what it was they did not understand. In the end analysis there really was nothing to fear at all. I think we can all relate to the fear of the unknown to some degree or another.

As my year as Pittsburgh AIHA President winds down, I can say I had a degree of apprehension at the beginning of the year because I really did not know anyone besides Dennis Kelly, and I had not seen Dennis for years. Thanks for your support Dennis! In the end of analysis, the Pittsburgh chapter of the AIHA is such a great group, that what they told me all along, proved to be true, that everyone pitches in and we seem to get things done. A NIOSH tour, Marcellus gas, indoor air, the President’s meeting and sampling for particulates were the meeting highlights of this past year, not to mention the wonderful kids at the Pittsburgh science fair.

The chapter’s initial business meeting was held this month, and the agenda ideas generated during that meeting were as robust and insightful as ever. Thanks to Bernie Quinn for taking the baton for 2015-16, it should prove to be a great year. I look forward to continuing to participate in our chapter and encourage everyone to get involved in one way or another. I think you will find that it will make your professional career more satisfying.

See you at the next meeting.

Tad

Proposed Activities and Events 2015-2016

Below is a tentative list of proposed/suggested events for the 2015-2016 Program Season. If you have any ideas or would like to get involved in a Pittsburgh AIHA event as a coordinator, sponsor, venue host, etc., please contact Christy Kirsch at kirsch211@comcast.net.

⇒ September 2015—NIOSH Conference (suggested event)
⇒ October 2015—Meeting Topic Isocyanates
⇒ October 2015—Shannon Safety Expo (suggested event)
⇒ November 2015—Open
⇒ December 2015—Executive Committee Meeting
⇒ January 2016—Meeting Topic Ventilation
⇒ February 2016—President’s Luncheon, LeMont
⇒ March 2016—Joint Meeting, Topic Transportation
⇒ April 2016—MASHA Conference (suggested event )
⇒ April or May 2016—Tour—Sunoco Delmont Facility
⇒ June 2016—AIHCC (suggested event)
⇒ June 2016—Meeting Topic Ethics Training
May 2015 Meeting Review: 1/2-day Session on Aerosol Sampling and Analytical Methods
Submitted by Tad Pajak, AIHA Pgh. President

Dr. Martin Harper, PhD., CIH, from NIOSH’s exposure assessment division provided an excellent PDC at the Pittsburgh chapter’s May meeting. Aerosol sampling for such items as dusts, metals, cutting fluid mists etc... has to be accurate, and minimizing the error factors as much as possible will ensure air sampling results that are reflective of the employee’s true exposure. Dr. Harper presented the attendees with a current, state of the industry look at air monitoring and analytical techniques and how results compare and vary when different types of methods, flow rates, and laboratory techniques are used. Silica was highlighted as dust of a particular interest due to the recent proposed OSHA PEL. IH professionals have to be cognizant of minimum sample sizes and recommended flow rates to meet ISO, OSHA and ACGIH requirements. Included in the sampling techniques portion of the presentation was a review of physiological risk factors including the differences between respirable and inhalable aerosols. Different types of aerosol size selection sampling devices such as cyclones were reviewed. IH professionals were reminded to review and consider all PEL, TLV and REL benchmark’s of exposure limits when considering the safety of the population that is being assessed.

Thanks to Dr. Harper for providing such a high quality PDC for our chapter! Everyone in attendance agreed the detail, and technical review were very beneficial.

Thank you to the following members/guests who attended our May event—we appreciate your participation!

- George Bender CIH GHB Consulting Services LLC
- Margot Bernabo CIH PPG Industries, Inc.
- Kenneth Bird CIH Woodard & Curran
- Joseph Damiano AE.COM / US DOE
- Carol Delfino CIH SE Technologies, LLC
- Matt Dennis Premier Safety & Service, Inc.
- Matt Dominick Amerisafe Consulting & Safety Services
- Matt Donaldson Premier Safety & Service, Inc.
- Meghan Hall WVU Industrial Hygiene Student
- Dave Hanshew Instrumentation Systems Inc.
- Martin Harper NIOSH
- Warren Houseman MS, CIH ENTACT, LLC
- Brian Karlovich CIH, CSP Bayer MaterialScience
- Dennis Kelly Sunoco Logistics Partners LP
- Christy Kirsch Pittsburgh AIHA
- Delwyn Kubeldis CIH, CSP, ARM Amerisafe Consulting & Safety Services
- Greg Kullman IH Consulting, LLC
- Matt Manna CIH PPG Industries, Inc.
- Karen Mattson Bayer MaterialScience
- Michael McElhinny Golden Corporation
- Steve McGough Premier Safety & Service, Inc.
- Jason Miller Bayer MaterialScience
- Dane Mitcheson Amerisafe Consulting & Safety Services
- Keenan Monaghan
- Jan Oleszewski CIH US Dept. of Labor-OSHA
- Tad Pajak CIH, CSP, ALCM Allianz
- Frank Pokrywka CIH University of Pittsburgh
- Allen Pride MS, CIH, CSP Golder Associates, Inc.
- Keith Rickabaugh RJ Lee Group, Inc.
- Randy Sadler CIH, CSP Comtech Industries, Inc.
- Raffie Sessa CIH RCS Health & Safety Consulting, LLC
- Avram Siegel WVU Industrial Hygiene Student
- Liesa Stiller Shenango Incorporated
- Shen Tian Bayer Material Science
- Dietrich Weyel CIH Occupational Health Consultants, Inc.
- Bingbing Wu WVU Industrial Hygiene Student
- Nicole Zovack SKC Inc.
Welcome New Board Members

The Executive Committee met on July 16, 2015 for their annual Business Meeting. We welcomed our newest Executive Committee members, Dennis Kelly (Sunoco Logistics), President-Elect and Matt Zock, MS, CIH (FedEx Ground) Director, who will begin their terms later this summer. Frank Pokrywka, CIH (University of Pittsburgh) continues as Secretary for another two years. Meeting minutes will be posted on our website when they become available.

Thank you to Tad Pajak (Past-President) who served the Pittsburgh Local Section over the last two years as President-Elect and President. Also, thanks to Dennis Kelly who also served as Director for the past two years.

Pittsburgh AIHA Treasurer's Report -Fiscal Year 2015
Submitted by Maureen Sammons, Treasurer

Our annual audit is underway. An official Auditor’s Verification letter will be sent once completed.

In the fiscal year of 2015, we generated $11,115.15 in revenue, and $11,401.25 in expenses, giving us a bank balance of $8,375.90 (a net loss of $286.10). Here’s the breakdown:

2015 REVENUE
$3,285.00 – Member Dues
$4,220.00 – Meeting Revenue
$2,287.50 – Corporate Sponsorship
$1,320.00 – Advertising
$2.65 – Misc. Income

2015 EXPENSES
$3,955.18 – Meeting Expenses
$5,537.50 – Secretary Services
$104.40 – PayPal Charges
$1,804.17 – Misc. Expenses

As compared to last year, our revenue increased by $3,232.00, and our expenses increased by $182.67. Last year’s breakdown is as follows:

2014 REVENUE -- $7,883.15
$2,205 – Member Dues
$2,999 – Meeting Revenue
$1,846 – Corporate Sponsorship
$830 – Advertising
$3.15 – Misc. Income

2014 EXPENSES -- $11,218.58
$3,976.44 – Meeting Expenses
$5,487.50 – Secretary Services
$67.46 – PayPal Charges
$1,687.18 – Misc. Expenses

Our Certificate of Deposit will mature on 7/30/2015. Its new balance will be $13,413.45 (an increase of $1.07).

And, finally, the Local Section Annual Group Exemption Report was sent and accepted by AIHA and the IRS accepted our electronic filing of the 990-N form.

President: Bernard J. Quinn, CIH
AM Health & Safety, Inc.
bquinn@amhealthandsafety.com

President-Elect: Dennis P. Kelly
Sunoco Logistics Partners LP
dpkelly@sunocologistics.com

Secretary: Frank J. Pokrywka, CIH
University of Pittsburgh
pokrywka@pitt.edu

Treasurer: Maureen Sammons
EMSL Analytical, Inc.
msammons292@yahoo.com

Director: Matt Zock, MS, CIH
FedEx Ground
matthew.zock@fedex.com

Director: Stan Liang, CIH, CSP
AM Health & Safety, Inc.
sliang@amhealthandsafety.com
GILAIR PLUS AIR SAMPLING PUMP

Personal air sampling pump that delivers enhanced performance, greater versatility, superior design and comfort. Features wide dynamic flow and pressure ranges with flow ranges between 20 and 5,000 cc/min. With QuadModeSM air sampling technology, the GilAir® Plus can perform both high-flow constant pressure and constant flow (450-5,000 cc/min) and low-flow constant pressure and constant flow (20-499 cc/min) with a single pump without external adaptors. It’s like getting two pumps in one.

AVAILABLE IN THREE MODELS:

Basic, DataLogging and STP (Standard Temperature and Pressure). All kits include: sampling pump(s), charging dock(s) with power adaptors, filter cassette holder(s), tubing, 2 mm hex key (s), charcoal tube holder(s) and user manual on electronic media. Data Logging and STP models include a communication enabled charging dock and Gilian Pump Management software.

STP MODELS ALSO INCLUDE DATALOGGING CAPABILITIES.

• Samples particulates, vapors, gases, and metal fumes
• Works with all common sampling media
• Multi-language capability: English, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese and German
• Outlet port for bag sampling

CLICK HERE TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US AT 1-800-828-1080
2015-2016 Corporate Sponsorship Drive

Our Local Section Sponsorship Drive will begin at the end of August— A BIG thank you to our sponsors from 2014-2015 who were very generous. The list at the right shows both Corporate Sponsors and Newsletter Advertisers from the last year.

The Executive Committee has decided to raise the Corporate Sponsor contribution to $200 per year, up from $150 per year, which has been the rate for the last 15+ years! Sponsors are listed on our "Corporate Sponsors" webpage with a link to their corporate website. Added benefits of being a Corporate Sponsor include: two individual local section memberships and a one-year listing on our Consultants List webpage (if applicable). Visit our website "Corporate Sponsors" page for more information and to complete the online application form.

Advertisers can choose to place an ad in one or more issues of the Pgh. AIHA bi-monthly newsletter. The advertising rates will remain the same again for 2015-2016.

- Full-page ad - $140 each newsletter - $840 per year
- Half page ad - $75 each newsletter - $450 per year
- Quarter page ad - $40 each newsletter - $240 per year
- Business card ad - $225 per year

For more information on corporate sponsorship or advertising, please contact Christy at kirsch211@comcast.net.
Beat the Heat! Tips to Stay Comfortable When Wearing FR/Arc-Rated Clothing

Submitted by Michael Wentzel, Partner East Liberty Workwear

For an expert's look on how to beat the heat in our FR & Arc-Rated clothing, I reached out to our friend and expert resource Hugh Hoagland at E-Hazard to ask how we can address the comfort of Arc-Rated/FR clothing for our clients, especially in this hot weather.

HH: When an FR/Arc-Rated PPE program is put into place, this type of change often raises complaints and questions that must be addressed. One of the most common complaints about FR/Arc-Rated PPE is that it is hot, but this doesn’t have to be the case. FR-treated, arc-rated cotton materials contain a polymer in the cotton fiber that makes them a little heavier, and some think it makes them feel hotter. Synthetic, nonmelting fibers have gotten better over the years due to the fibers being blended with hydrophobic and hydrophilic fibers to make them as comfortable as possible. When considering worker comfort, take a close look at newer materials and employ wear trials during the summer to get the most realistic outcomes.

We agree. It is vital that workers are comfortable in the selected clothing as discomfort leads to an increased risk of noncompliance and, in turn, injuries. To address this, we turn to our best in class dual hazard fabrics such as Invista’s Tecgen, Spentex, and DuPont’s aramids for the best all-weather performance.

FR clothing should also fit in a way that allows for unrestricted movement. Because different workers may find different materials more comfortable than others, it is beneficial to let workers try out FR clothing in advance. For example, PPE for high incident energy may require thicker and heavier clothing, headgear and gloves. Whatever the circumstance, the worker should have the opportunity to practice wearing the PPE before working on live equipment or exposed to hazards.

Be sure of your use of quality, properly-selected PPE for our Western Pennsylvania environment. Train workers for proper fit and use in tandem with other control methods of your occupational safety and health program. Remember, a comfortable worker will always be more alert and more productive.

Hugh Hoagland is an expert on electrical arc testing and safety, has helped develop arc-rated rainwear and face shields and has numerous patents related to arc flash protection. He has aided the development of legislation and standards in both the U.S. and Europe and was recently appointed by the U.S. National Committee of the IEC as an expert on IEC - TC78/PT 78-13-1. Hugh is a highly sought-after trainer on arc flash and performs independent arc flash incident investigations for companies around the globe. www.e-hazard.com

Michael Wentzel is a Partner at East Liberty Workwear, a product innovation company supplying safety wearable products and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to the Building and Energy trades in Pittsburgh. He is the co-founder of a PPE scholarship that awards workwear to individuals trained for a skilled trade on their way to economic independence. Workforce safety is our single mission. www.eastlibertyworkwear.com
The American Industrial Hygiene Association® (AIHA) reveals the official program for their Fall Conference 2015: *Sharing Solutions & Networking to Promote Worker Health & Safety*, which will be held in Orlando, Fla., Oct. 24–28. The dynamic lineup of speakers includes Michael Rogers, who will present Monday’s opening session, “Envision Our Future: The Choices Ahead.” Known as the “Practical Futurist,” Rogers is a technology pioneer, author, and journalist who helps organizations around the world think about the future, covering topics such as change for organizations and individuals, blending technology, economics, demographics, culture, and human nature.

AIHA President-elect Steven Lacey, PhD, CIH, CSP, will moderate Monday’s general session, “A Taste of AIHA’s Strategic Content Priorities: Getting the Big Picture,” which will feature a high-level introduction to the top two of AIHA’s six content priorities. During this general session, John Mulhausen, PhD, CIH, director of corporate safety and industrial hygiene at 3M Company, will discuss AIHA’s first initiative, exposure banding/OEL process, and Ginger Rothrock, PhD, director of emerging technologies at RTI International, will cover the second initiative, sensor technology.

As recipient of the 2015 Henry F. Smyth, Jr. Award, Michael Ellenbecker, ScD, CIH, will present a lecture during Tuesday’s first general session. Ellenbecker, who is professor emeritus of occupational and environmental hygiene in the Department of Work Environment at the University of Massachusetts Lowell, will discuss the challenge of setting occupational exposure limits for engineered nanomaterials.

NIOSH Director John Howard, MD, will close out Tuesday’s general sessions with his presentation, “Scanning the Future: AIHA and NIOSH Research Priorities and Program of Work.” During this session, Dr. Howard will discuss how AIHA and NIOSH compare, contrast, and complement one another in targeting of emerging issues, trends, and warning signs that have potentially significant impacts on industrial hygiene.

Additional AIHA Fall Conference 2015 highlights include:

- Five conference tracks: Thought Leader (new addition), Emergency Response & Management (ERAM), Interactive, Management & Leadership, Policy/Regulatory/Guidelines.
- Technical tours of CSX Corporation and Disney World
- Discussions on content priorities such as OELs, nanomaterials, sensor technology, and the future of industrial hygiene

Registration for Fall Conference opened on Tuesday, July 28, 2015. To view the conference program, visit: [https://www.aiha.org/events/2015FallConference/Pages/home.aspx](https://www.aiha.org/events/2015FallConference/Pages/home.aspx)
Job Opportunities at Eastern Research Group:

**Occupational Safety and Health Professional**

**ERG** (Eastern Research Group) has an immediate opening for a bright, motivated, and detail-oriented occupational safety and health professional to staff an onsite support position at a federal agency in Clarksburg, WV. Work will involve recordkeeping, program development and updates, training and outreach development, and providing support in conducting job hazard analyses and workplace assessments. Candidates must have excellent writing and computer skills with experience in spreadsheet manipulations, database usage, and statistical analysis. In addition, candidates must have, at a minimum, a B.S. degree in occupational safety and health (or an equivalent science discipline), at least four years relevant experience, ability to work well individually and as part of a team, and excellent communication. Professional certification (CIH, CSP, OHST) is a plus. Must be able to obtain Top Secret clearance.

We offer competitive salaries and benefits. Please send your resume and salary requirements to resumes-lex@erg.com and include Attn: REMAL0724152B11 in the subject line of your email no later than August 3, 2015. No phone calls please. EOE/M/F/Vet/Disability

**Industrial Hygienist**

**ERG** (Eastern Research Group) has an opening for a bright, motivated industrial hygienist in one of its Washington DC area offices (Arlington and Chantilly, VA). ERG is a nationally recognized consulting firm specializing in occupational safety and health (OSH), environmental science and engineering, economics, risk assessment, information technology, climate change, facility management, and training, communications, and outreach. Duties: Provide industrial hygiene support to government clients in all aspects of OSH program development and implementation. Typical support may include: Prepare hazard evaluations, risk assessments, job hazard analyses, and technological feasibility analyses and develop industry and exposure profiles to characterize workplace hazards and identify and evaluate the effectiveness of controls. Thoroughly research and evaluate OSH topics and develop related programs, guidance, and fact sheets. Develop and present safety and health training on a wide range of OSH topics (e.g., Hazcom, bloodborne pathogens, laboratory safety, field safety). Plan, coordinate, and perform personal monitoring and assess worker exposures. Conduct compliance audits and program assessments of client facilities (offices, laboratories, warehouses, mechanical areas). Review design specifications for new construction or renovations. Collect, compile, and evaluate health and safety performance data and develop strategies for program improvement. Assist clients in evaluating and responding to safety and health concerns (indoor air quality, ergonomics). Education/Qualifications: Successful candidates must have: A B.S. degree in industrial hygiene or a related science or engineering field. CIH certification from the American Board of Industrial Hygiene. At least 5 years relevant experience (experience in federal government consulting a plus). Experience using industrial hygiene sampling equipment. Ability to work well individually and as part of a team. Excellent communication, writing, research, and analytical skills.

How to Apply: You may submit your application via an email to resumes-cha@erg.com and include Attn: CHAKS0828142B11 with the subject line of your email. You may also mail or fax the appropriate documents to the Attention of CHAKS0828142B11. Click here for mail and fax information. No phone calls please.

---

**World-class service. All around the world.**

**Air quality testing. Lab analysis. LEED certification. Equipment rental. 24/7/365 call center.**

**Internationally accredited.** When it comes to exposure monitoring, today's businesses have a world of challenges. Fortunately, Galson Laboratories puts a world of solutions at your fingertips. From innovative programs like our FreePumpLoan®, FreeSampling Badges®, and IH Live Chat, to a full suite of testing and monitoring solutions, we've got you covered around the clock—and around the world. In fact, Galson provides services in all 50 states and 38 countries.

To learn more, visit us at www.galsonlabs.com or contact Ed Stuber at 1-877-549-0546 or at estuber@galsonlabs.com.

**POSITION OVERVIEW:**
As a global, employee-owned organization with over 50 years of experience, Golder Associates is driven by our purpose to engineer earth’s development while preserving earth’s integrity. From more than 180 offices worldwide, our over 7000 employees deliver solutions that help our clients achieve their sustainable development goals by providing a wide range of independent consulting, design and construction services in our specialist areas of earth, environment and energy.

Golder Associates Inc. is currently seeking a Health and Safety Specialist for the Pittsburgh office located in Wexford, Pennsylvania. In this role you will have the opportunity to work with highly skilled professionals in the field of Health and Safety. The ideal candidate will have Health and Safety experience with a focus on industrial hygiene, project management skills, and local client relationships.

**RESPONSIBILITIES:**
Your primary responsibilities will include, but are not limited to:

- Delivering Health and Safety program support to clients (with a focus on oil and gas and manufacturing), including providing comprehensive industrial hygiene services, developing procedures to implement Health and Safety programs, preparing reports with recommendations for compliance with Health and Safety regulations, and preparing/presenting Health and Safety training programs

- Managing Health and Safety projects including developing proposals and project budgets; coordinating work with clients and Golder field personnel; executing sampling protocol; document audits and field investigative projects; managing and interpreting data; developing graphical and tabular presentation of data; preparing reports; and presenting results to clients

- Conducting field work, such as performing industrial hygiene surveys, conducting training, providing hazard communication support, completing job hazard assessments, reviewing Health and Safety program, and completing similar assignments

- Developing specific Health and Safety programs, performing audits, and providing training to support clients’ compliance programs and Health and Safety Management systems

- This position requires work at client sites for both meetings and fieldwork, including overnight travel (30%) and extended work hours. This individual will manage upcoming and ongoing proposals and projects, will assist in team coordination and project execution, and will work closely with and support senior Health and Safety compliance practitioners and project managers. Interacting with clients and regulators to meet project and budget requirements is a key to success in this position.

**REQUIREMENTS:**
The preferred candidate will possess the following skills and attributes:

- A minimum of 6 years of related Health and Safety experience that must include industrial hygiene

- Master's degree in Industrial Hygiene, Health and Safety, Science, Engineering, or similar scientific discipline preferred; a Bachelor’s degree in Health and Safety/Science/Engineering will be considered with appropriate experience

- Knowledge of and experience with OSHA regulations

- Excellent written and verbal communication skills

- Proficiency with Microsoft Office products

- Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) and/or Certified Safety Professional (CSP) qualification preferred

- Experience developing and auditing Health and Safety programs in oil and gas or manufacturing settings preferred

- Experience with audits and EHS management systems (e.g., ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001)

Our staff benefit from:

- An option to purchase shares in Golder Associates

- Career and personal development opportunities and support of personal growth

- Employee mentoring program

- Competitive total rewards package

For more information, visit [careers@golder.com](mailto:careers@golder.com). No telephone calls or emails please.

Golder Associates Inc. is a drug free employer and undertakes drug and alcohol testing as allowed by law and pursuant to its Drug Free Workplace Policy. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability or protected veteran status.
Healthy Buildings Summit
Research to Practice
Seven Springs Mountain Resort, PA | www.7springs.com

The IAQ Training Institute Summer Break is now the Healthy Buildings Summit. This year we are focusing on Research to Practice for IEQ, Mold & Disaster Restoration. We have another all-star lineup of speakers, live research taking place during the conference and new this year a full day of cleaning and restoration presentations. This event only happens once a year so come and LEARN MORE with IAQ Training Institute, IAQ Radio and the Tri-State Restorers and Specialty Cleaners Association (TRSCA).

IEQ, Mold & Disaster Restoration Conference
September 30 - October 2, 2015

The IEQ, Mold and Disaster Restoration Conference is the focal point of the annual Healthy Buildings Summit. The Healthy Buildings Summit grew out of the annual IAQ Training Institute “Summer Break” event which started in 2008. The Healthy Building Summit brings together indoor environmental professionals, cleaning and restoration professionals, building owners and managers, building scientists and home performance professionals for three days of presentations, panel discussions and research projects. This year’s focus is Research to Practice presentations, panel discussions and live research activities. We will explore how research should be informing practice with respect to IEQ, mold, cleaning and restoration, to that end we have assembled some of the leading industry experts putting research into practice. We have sessions on IEQ, mold, cleaning, disaster restoration and home performance/building science. This is a must attend event and unique opportunity for networking and building lasting relationships in an intimate and relaxing location. Seven Springs Resort has something for everyone so bring the family!

Why You Should Attend:
✓ World renowned speakers including: Jeff Siegel, PhD (Keynote Speaker) University of Toronto | Hung Cheung, MD (2014 Keynote Speaker) | Mike McGuinness, CIH | Kevin Kennedy, MPH | Pete Consigli, CR, WLS | John Downey | Radio Joe & the Z-Man, and more
✓ Reduced Rate on resort rooms of $124.00/night
✓ Networking lunches and evening events
✓ Pre and Post Conference learning options including video from previous conferences
✓ Send your IEQ, Mold, Building Science, Cleaning & Restorations questions for our Panels in advance
✓ Outstanding facilities and recreational opportunities
✓ Cleaning and Restoration Track on Day 3
✓ Additional courses at reduced prices on IEQ, mold remediation and water damage restoration for your employees
✓ Continuing Education Credits available for IICRC, ACAC, AIIHA

HOW TO REGISTER: Call 814-754-4808 or email joe.hughes@iaqtraining.com
Or click HERE to LEARN MORE and register online.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
▶ IAQA Indoor Environmentalist – Sept 28 - Oct 2 LEARN MORE!
Prepare for the prestigious CIE or CIEC certification
▶ IAQA Mold Worker – Sept 28 - 29 LEARN MORE!
Hands-on is our specialty
▶ IAQA Mold Supervisor – Sept 28 - 30 LEARN MORE!
Prepare for the ACAC, CMR or CMRS certification
▶ IICRC Water Restoration Technician Course – Sept 28 - 30
Back by popular demand. The Tri-State Restorers and Specialty Cleaners (TRSCA) in conjunction with Restoration Sciences Academy are offering the IICRC Water Restoration Technician Course at a very low rate of just $175.00 for TRSCA members. TRSCA membership is only $35.00 for individuals and $100.00 for Corporations.
▶ TRSCA Annual Meeting and Opening Reception – Sept 29

Accommodations: (Conference location)
Seven Springs Resort, 777 Waterwheel Drive, Seven Springs, PA 15622
Reservations 800-452-2223 • Mention IAQ Training for a special room rate of $124/night – Reservations MUST be made by Aug 27

PRESENTED BY:
IAQ Training Institute LLC
Visit our web-site, download registration form, fax or mail it back to us. FAX: 814-754-4093
ISRP Americas Section Technical and Annual General Meeting  
September 15 - 16, 2015

Technical Sessions
Join fellow respiratory protection professionals to hear selected presentations focusing on:
- The ISO Respiratory Protective Device Standard
- The Ebola response - Recommended PPE for healthcare workers
- Standards development for combination unit respirators
- Other respiratory protection topics

Call for Abstracts
Because this is a one day meeting, space is limited for technical presentations. Abstracts will be reviewed in the order they are received. Submit an abstract on the topics listed above, no later than August 20, 2015 to mparham@tyocint.com

Important Dates
- Meeting Dates: September 15-16, 2015
- Abstracts Due: August 20, 2015
- Discount Hotel Room Cutoff: August 15, 2015

Registration
The technical sessions will be held at Lakeview. Registration is required for the meeting and includes the technical sessions as well as lunch on Tuesday, transportation to the social event, and dinner at the social. The registration fee is $100. Registration is available at on the NSPIL website.

The social event will take place at Heston Farms winery and distillery. Sample moonshine made from a 200-year old family recipe, along with whiskey, and wines.

Tours of the NIOSH Laboratories in Morgantown will be available on the morning of September 16th and may include the following labs: Firefighter fatality investigation and evaluation, heat and flame, inward leakage, gas and vapor, influenza transmission research, digital modeling, and physical testing.

Venue
Lakeview Golf Resort and Spa, Morgantown, West Virginia

Just 70 miles south of Pittsburgh, Lakeview is conveniently located just off of I-68. Sleeping rooms are being offered for only $89 per night, including parking and wireless internet service in guest and meeting rooms, as well as all public space. Call 304-594-1111 and reference ISRP for reservations. The cutoff date for the discounted rate is August 15.

Questions
General questions: mparham@tyocint.com
Registration questions: treasurer@isrp.com

Summary
- Meeting Registration Cost: $100
- Venue: Lakeview Resort and Spa
- Hotel Reservations: 304-594-1111

AIHA FALL CONFERENCE
Oct 26 – 27, 2015
Orlando, Florida

Pre-Conference Professional Development Courses (PDCs)
October 24 -25, 2015
Post-Conference Professional Development Courses (PDCs)
October 28, 2015

REGISTRATION AND HOTEL INFORMATION COMING SOON!